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Editor's Message
By

Larry Lyons

The Penny journals you own just got more valuable! Why? Because in
order to save storage costs we destroyed all but six runs of The Penny Post so the
finite quantity has been reduced making what the collectors have that much more
valuable.

Cycles in Collecting
Several areas of philately have shown downturns and the carriers and local

post section is one of those areas. The downturn in our field is easily explained. In
order to sell material with lots of examples of a stamp there needs to be new
collectors who start at the bottom and need the common material before they move
on to the rarer stamps and covers. This intermediate type collector is also important
and hopefully moves up to the rarefied air level of the rarities collector. In our field
there is only room for 2-5 collectors at the top level due to a lack of material. The
Society presently needs new collectors at the bottom level who will move into the
intermediate level in time. Some of those collectors will be the next generation of
competitive bidders at the upper level when someone at that level sells his
collection. Presently the field needs new recruits some of whom will rise thru the
ranks to have the name collections of tomorrow. These cycles have repeated since
stamp collecting began. Cliff Alexander is presently concentrating on new
recruitment. He has many ideas in this area and I will report on his successes as
they develop. I would like to offer a few words of advice for some of today's mid-
level collectors. My first advisement is that when an item comes up for sale with a
known quantity of 1-3 you should not be thinking "I'll bid moderately and if I don't
get it 1 will wait for another." The historical record indicates these items turn over
only every 10-30 years. It is possible you might not get another opportunity in your
lifetime. It is also my prediction that the age of the unreserved sale of rare items is
soon over. I urge sellers to seek out sale venues which will result in satisfaction for
both the seller and the buyer. I will be happy to consult and advise anyone who
wishes to speak with me on this subject.

State of the Carriers and Locals Society
Contrary to some negative chatter, the Carriers and Locals Society has more

members now than it did in 1995-1998, a time of unprecedented heights in the
carrier and local post area.

Penny Post Achievements
Prior to January 2000 the C&LS issued 30 journals containing 824 pages of

research. Since January 2000 the Society has published 61 issues of The Penny Post
containing 4,132 pages of research. The Penny Post has won three Diane D. Boehret
Awards for Excellence in literature (1994, 2009, and 2011). The Penny Post has
won five Reserve Grand awards since January 2000 and has been described as the
research journal that other societies should emulate.
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Expertization Certification
It is a good time to review the stamps and covers in your collection and

submit valuable items to the Philatelic Foundation for certification of genuineness.
The PF will also tell you if the handstamps and cancellations are genuine. The PF
certificate is a valuable asset when it comes time to sell your stamps and covers.
Presently the turnaround time is about 30 days, so you will be getting a quick
response. 1 have had several collections through the years and 1 can assure you in my
opinion, it is wise to get stamps and covers certified. My personal rule was to certify
anything with a value of $200.00 or more. The Philatelic Foundation fee is 5.5% of
catalogue value with a minimum fee of $27.00 and a maximum fee of $1,000.00.
The minimum fee for a cover is $40.00. The fee can be based on the actual

acquisition price if it is substantially less than the catalogue value. This rule is meant
for items with a catalogue of $5,000.00 or more. You should review your collection
often for items to submit.

The Philatelic Foundation is a not-for-profit organization which is
committed to philatelic education. It is an organization worth supporting and using
their expertising services is a means of support. 1 am presently the Executive
Director of the PF. You can email or write to me for applications for submissions or
you can visit the PF website at www.philatelicfoundation.org.

The Last Word?

Collectors and critics sometimes think a work of philatelic scholarship
should represent the last word on the subject and be a "definitive work." This is very
rarely the case. My "Identifier" books have stood up well over the 17 years since
they were printed with very few discoveries and even fewer corrections, but Gal
Hahn was of the opinion that they should have been delayed another 50 years to be
totally comprehensive. The truth is that scholarship is open-ended and new
discoveries and new research is expected, even 150 years after the stamps were
issued. It is the continuing research which makes this joumal great.

Articles in this Issue

Vem Morris continues his epic tale of Blood's history with his 11"* article;
this one on the Blood's 15L11 stamp. His thorough analysis can be found in this
issue. Additional images for the Blood's series can be found on the Society website.

Cliff Alexander has provided his study of the Price's City Express stamp.
This article presents the nine transfer positions of the large Price's City Express
stamp which was printed in a sheet of 12x9.

Much thanks to Vern and Cliff for their research articles.

New Book

There is a new book being published on the "Eastern Independent Mail and
Express Mail Companies 1840-1845." The book was produced by an informal group
called the Eastern Independent Mail study group headed by Michael Gutman. A
flyer on the contents of the book and the ordering particulars are included in this
issue of The Penny Post.
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Mission Statement

The purpose of The Penny Post is to present original research articles in the
fields of United States Carriers, Local Posts and Eastern Expresses. Eorgeries in
these areas are also researched. Any article in these fields can be submitted to me for
publication (email: llyons@philatelicfoundation.org). These articles are reviewed
and assistance is provided by the Editor's section heads who comprise the editorial
board. The Penny Post continues to be at the top of society publications.

Appreciation
I wish to thank the section editors for their contributions and hard work.

Special thanks to Alan Cohen and John Bowman for being my constant critics and
proofreaders for the last sixteen years and counting and thanks to David Snow for
joining this group three years ago. Special thanks to Scott Trepel for his efforts in
our field and for being our patron saint in memory of Richard Schwartz.

Volunteers

We need volunteers to get involved with the work required to keep the
Society functioning. If you have a few hours you could spare and the inclination to
participate and lend a helping hand then drop me a line so we can chat.
(llyons@philatelicfoundation.org).

Final Comments

If you can't give of your time to do some work for the Society and you
cannot write an article—please make a financial contribution to allow us to continue
to bring this award-winning journal to you. Printing this journal is expensive and our
low dues covers less than the cost of two issues a year. We are dependent on your
generosity to help pay our expenses.

Very Final Message
I would be remiss if I didn't encourage you to talk with your fellow

collectors. I have always felt the strong positive social aspect of our hobby and I
urge you to "feel" its soothing effects. You'll thank me when we're in our 90's!

I hope you enjoy this issue of The Penny Post and Happy Collecting.

ADVERTISERS IN THIS ISSUE
Page

Daniel E. Kelleher Auctions 18
Schuyler Rumsey Philatelic Auctions 19
Stanley M. Piller 20
Available Inside Eront Cover
Eric Jackson Inside Back Cover
Robert A. Siegel Auction Galleries, Inc. Back Cover
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Eastern Independent Mail and Express Mail
Companies 1840-1845

By
Michael S. Gutman

An informal group, the Eastern Independent Mail Study Group, was formed
a year ago with the intent of creating a book entitled "Eastern Independent Mail and
Express Mail Companies I840-I845". The group includes John Bowman, Richard
Frajola, Mike Gutman, Bill Sammis, David Snow, Gordon Stimmell and Scott
Trepel. We are nearing completion with the goal of self-publishing this fall. With
this long overdue book we hope to stimulate collecting of the eastern independent
mail companies and provide a valuable resource to collectors already engaged in this
area.
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The men who started the independent mail companies were an
entrepreneurial group who braved repeated government threats, arrests, court
summons and coercion to prevail in their competition with the post office. They
grew so quickly and were so successful at carrying perhaps as much as 40% of the
mail in the Boston to Philadelphia corridor that laws were passed in March, 1845
that put them out of business effective July 1,1845.

The package Express Companies were permitted to carry mail and specie
that pertained to their package business. They did, however, carry private mail but
the volumes were so small that they mostly evaded government scrutiny.

The book is composed of an historical perspective introduction by Scott
Trepel, 16 chapters that cover the Eastern Independent Mail Companies including
American Letter Mail Company, Bates & Company, Brainard & Company,
Brainard's Express, H.T. Crofoot's Newburyport Letter Office, Davenport &
Company, Hale & Company, Hartford Letter Mail, Hoyf s Letter Express, J. W.
Lawrence Letter Office, (Wells) Letter Express, Overton & Company, Pomeroy's
Letter Express, A. Roberts & Company, Van Benthuysen's News Office and Wm.
Wyman's Express Mail.

There are 25 chapters that cover the Express Mail Companies including
Andrews Portland Express, Burbank & Company's Express, Child & Company's
Express, Crossman & Company, Eorbes's Newburyport Express, Gay's Express,
Oilman's Express, Godfrey & Company New Bedford Express, Gray's Lowell
Express, Gray's New Bedford Express, Gunnison's Express, Hatch & Company's
Express, Jerome & Company, Kennebec Express, Livingston Wells & Pomeroy,
Pomeroy & Company, Pullen & Company's Express, Pullen & Copps Express,
Richardson's Express, Thompson & Company's Westem Express, Virgil &
Company's Express, Walker & Company's Manchester & Boston Express, Walker
& Jackson's Portsmouth Express, William A. Livingston & Company and
Winslow's Portland Express.

The book will be hard cover, in color, 500 to 600 pages, with hundreds of
postal history images, history of each company and extensive information about
their routes, rates and markings. Much of the information contained in this book has
never been published before nor appeared between two covers. The printing will be
limited to very close to the number of paid pre-orders received. In order to fix the
price an estimate of the print quantity is needed. The price goal is under $50,
perhaps well under. If you are interested in purchasing a copy I would appreciate an
email to mikeg94@comcast.net. This is not a commitment to purchase, just an
expression of interest. Einal details will be available shortly. Thanks for your help.
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The Nine Transfer Positions of the Large
Price's City Express Stamp

By
Clifford J. Alexander

Price's City Express Post was located in New York. An extensively
researched article in The Penny Post by William Sanunis concluded that this post
most likely was established by Henry B. Price, who had a bookseller and publishing
business on Union Square from about 1855-1865.' Very few covers are recorded
in the Sammis survey with a year date, but they suggest that this post may only
have operated in 1858.

Price issued three stamps in two designs. The genuine stamps and
counterfeits are described in the Sammis article as well as Larry Lyons' Identifier}
Two Price's stamps are smaller (17mm x 20.5mm) and have the same design, abust
that Sammis believes resembles the English poet John Keats. (Figure 1). These
are found in black on vermillion glazed paper (Scott 119L1) and black on green
glazed paper (Scott 119L2).

The third is a larger 20 stamp (22.5mm x 25.5mm) with the head of a
gentleman who Sammis speculates might be Price himself. Figure 2 is a scarce
used example of this stamp (Scott 119L3) from the Robert A. Siegel Auction
Galleries Inc. Power Search data base tied to a piece of an envelope.

There is only one reported surviving full sheet of the stamp. It has twelve
columns of nine stamps of the large 20 stamp that previously was in the Richard
Schwartz and Larry Lyons collections. (Figure 3). The sheet is 12 inches wide
and 9% inches tall. The printing and arrangement indicate that it was printed using
the lithography method. This article describes the process used to print the stamps
and the nine transfer positions found in each of the twelve columns.

Stamp Printing Methods in the Nineteenth Century
There were three principal processes utilized for printing stamps in the

middle of the nineteenth century. One was typography, which utilizes the relief
method in which a reverse image is raised on a block of metal or wood. Only the
raised portion of the block is inked for transferring the image to paper by a press.
Examples of stamps printed utilizing this process are the letter carrier stamps issued
in Philadelphia.

The second method used to print stamps was intaglio, or engraving, where
a reverse image is incised on a metal plate using sharp tools. After ink is spread on
the plate to fill the grooves, it is wiped off the smooth surface of the plate. The ink
remaining in the grooves is transferred by a press under great pressure to paper.

William W. Sammis, "Price's City Express Putting aName to The Face," The Penny Post. Vol. 22,
No. 3 (.Tuly 2014) pages 13 to 26.

Larry Lyons, The Identifier for Carriers, Locals, Fakes, Forgeries and Bogus Posts,Vol. II (1998),
pages 886-893.
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Figure 1. Genuine small 2c Price's City Express Post stamps (119L1
and 1).

Figure 2. Genuine large 2c Price's City Express Post (119L3) on
piece. Source: Siegel Power Search database.

Two examples of stamps printed using this process are the Franklin (LOl)
and Eagle (L02) carrier stamps issued by the U.S. government.

The third printing method was lithography. It was invented in 1796 by a
German, Alois Senefelder, seeking an easier method of publishing theatrical
works. It became popular in the mid-1850s for producing postage stamps. The
stamp issued by Price's City Express Post is a good example of this printing
process.

An excellent description of how this method was utilized in the stamp
business was written in 1929 by August Dietz. Dietz himself owned a printing
company in Richmond, Virginia. He also interviewed a number of the employees
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Figure 3. Only recorded full sheet of 2c Price's City Express Post stamps.
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of the company responsible for printing Confederate stamps during the Civil War.^
According to Dietz, the printer coated a block of polished limestone with a thick,
black gum-based substance and etched a reverse image of the design in the gum.
A fatty linseed oil was rubbed into the lines drawn through the gum and soaked
into the porous surface of the limestone. Turpentine was used to wash off the black
coating leaving the oil embedded in the pores of the stone.

The lithographic process works because grease and water do not mix; each
repels the other. After a printing stone is made, water is spread across the surface
but only adheres to portions of the stone without any grease. Printing ink is then
rolled on to the stone and it only adheres to the lines of the design formed by the
linseed oil.

A lithographic printing stone could be used for hundreds of prints before
the surface deteriorated and the imbedded ink could no longer produce adequate
quality prints. The stones typically were 1-11/2 to 3i/2 inches thick and could be
reused. However, the surface had to be ground down to remove the old design and
repolished before anew design was embedded in the pores of the stone.

Printing the Price's Stamp
If a printing had a single design, prints could be made directly from the

original design on the stone. When multiple identical small designs-such as
stamps-were printed on one sheet, printers followed a number of additional steps
to make sure that the design was uniform and reduced the time required to prepare
a printing stone for a complete sheet.

The process followed to print the Price's stamp is explained in more detail
below. It involved eight steps that were typical for printing sheets of stamps in the
1850s using the lithography process: (1) creation of a reverse image of the stamp
to be printed on a limestone block; (2) printing images of the stamp on separate
pieces of lithographic paper; (3) taping a column of nine small pieces of lithographic
paper to a sheet of hard backing paper; (4) transfer of the ink on the lithographic
paper to an intermediate transfer stone; (5) using the transfer stone to print images
of the column of nine stamps on narrow transfer sheets of lithographic paper; (6)
taping twelve transfer sheets to a large sheet of hard backing paper; (7) transfer of
the ink on the large sheet of lithographic paper of 108 subjects to another final
printing stone; and (8) printing full sheets of Price's stamps off of the final printing
stone.

Creation of the Price Stamp Design. Figure 4 is a reverse image of a
Price's stamp illustrating what the initial design on the first limestone block must
have looked like. It is clear that the printer only created one image of the Price
stamp on a stone to start the process. First, it is unlikely that the printer would have
ignored standard practice in the printing business at the time and created multiple
initial designs when a quicker and better method was available.

Second, there would be some design differences in stamps if more than one
version of the design was etched into the gum on the first stone.

August Dietz, The Postal Service of the Confederate States of America (Dietz Printing Company 1929).
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Transfer Lithographic Paper. As noted above, a design can be drawn
directly on a printing stone without the use of lithographic paper. This process is
not practical where multiple small examples of the same design are to be printed.
To create a sheet of 100 stamps without any intermediate steps would require 100
images to be etched into the gum on a printing stone. In such a case, there would
be slight design differences in stamps.

To expedite the process for creating a printing stone for stamps, it was more
efficient to add additional steps, including creation of a transfer stone with multiple
reverse images. To do this, the printer used the first stone to transfer oil to a number
of small pieces of transfer paper. The printer of the Price's stamp most likely
made a number of examples and selected the best nine. The printer cut the nine
best copies to approximately 23mm by 26mm, slightly larger than the design, and
taped them in a column on a heavy piece of backing paper. Figure 4 includes a
black and white version of the first column from the full sheet of stamps, illustrating
what the transfer sheet of nine stamps looked like.

Creation of the Transfer Stone. The printer next placed the inked sheet
with a column of nine stamps over the original or a second stone and pressed the
ink into its pores. The ink on the pieces of lithographic paper with nine stamp
images was then embedded in the transfer stone. Figure 4 also includes a white
on black reverse image illustrating what the transfer stone looked like.

Creation of a Large Lithographic Paper Transfer Sheet. For the Price's
stamp, the printer used the transfer stone with a column of nine images to make
twelve transfer sheets with columns of nine stamps. He then taped them to a large
heavy sheet of paper at least twelve inches long and ten inches wide.

Creation of the Printing Stone. The final step was creation of a printing
stone of 108 stamps. The large sheet with twelve columns of nine stamps was
placed on top of a printing stone and pressure applied to transfer the greasy linseed
oil into the pores of the stone.

The printer could now begin printing sheets 108 stamps on green surface
colored paper from the printing stone utilizing the water and ink process described
above. The lines between the stamps are not guide lines. The edges of the nine
small pieces of lithographic paper that were taped together retained some oil that
adhered to the transfer stone and ultimately appeared on the printing stone.
Although the lines formed by the edges of the small pieces of transfer paper are
nearly the same, there are some differences resulting from the use of the transfer
stone to print twelve narrow intermediate transfer sheets.

The Nine Transfer Types
As noted above, an intermediate design with a column of nine stamps was

created on a stone. This was used to transfer ink mixed with linseed oil to twelve

narrow sheets of paper that were taped together on hard backing paper in order to
create the final printing stone. Because the twelve sheets were made off the same
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Figure 4, First column of the large 2c Price's City Express Post stamps
illustrating what the transfer sheet looks like; and reversed black and white

version illustrating what the transfer stone looked like.
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stone, every stamp in a row will have a number of common characteristics that can
be used to identify the nine transfer positions of a sheet.

This process resulted in variations for a number of reasons. The single
image on the first stone sometimes developed imperfections when it was inked and
applied to small pieces of lithography paper. Imperfections could occur when the
images on the intermediate sheet of lithography paper with a column of nine stamps
was pressed on the transfer stone. The transfer stone may have had imperfections
that affected the image when the transfer paper was pressed on it. When the ink on
the large lithography paper was applied to the large limestone printing stone,
imperfections again could arise due to the inking process or any faults in the final
printing stone.

As a result, it is relatively easy to identify the principal characteristics of each
of the nine transfer types. Because of variations in designs and differences in lines
created by the edges of dies, it also is possible to plate each of the 108 stamps on a
sheet. But that is a more difficult job and possibly a project for some other time.

As noted above, the transfer stone had a column of nine stamps. 1 have
designated the top stamp Type 1 ,the second Type 2, and so on to Type 9 at the bottom
row. The following are the principal characteristics of each transfer position. Some
of the characteristics listed above exist on all stamps of aType. But in some cases, the
characteristics have changed over numerous printings or are difficult to see due to poor
printings. The most significant characteristics that appear to exist in all or nearly all
examples are in bold.

Type 1

There is a dot just outside the circle
even with the right cross.

There is often a small line protruding
on the "o" in "POST" at 3 o'clock.

This is the top row, and there sometimes
is a large margin above the top frame line.

The bottom frame line has 1mm break

from the "P" to the "T" in "POST", and a
second from the "2" to the "E" in

"CENTS."

There is a vertical line between the two

outer circles above the space between
"PRICE'S" and "CITY."

There is a faint dot between the two outer

THE PENNY POST / Vol. 23 No. 3 I July 2015
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Type 2

I
!

1. There is a 2mm curved line in the outer

circle to just below the "P" in "POST."

2. There is a faint dot between the two

outside circles to the right of the curve in
the "$" of "EXPRESS."

3. The bottom frame line is complete except
for a 6-7mm break below the "CEN" of

"CENTS."

Type 3

The "O" in "POST" has a dot

protruding from the bottom right.

2. The top frame line barely touches the top
of the outer circle.

There is a faint dot inside the top loop of
the "S" in "PRICE'S."

The top frame line has a 6-7mm break
above the space and "EXP" of
"EXPRESS."

One position has a line from the bottom
right side of the "S" in "POST" to the
outer circle.

Type 4

1. There is a 2mm horizontal line below

the "E" of "CENTS" parallel to the
bottom of the outer circle.

2. There is a larger dot just below the edge
of the figure's right nostril.

3. The top right of the "T" in "CITY" is
missing and there are one or two dots
instead.
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Type 5

There is a faint semi-circle from the tail

of the "S" in "POST" to the inner

circle.

The top frame line intersects on the left
the middle of the top of the outer circle
and is missing on the right.

There is an extra 5mm horizontal line just
below the bottom right comer."

Type 6

There is a very small clear dot just
below the bottom serifs of the "P" and

"R" in "EXPRESS."

There is an extra 5mm horizontal line

just below the top right corner.

There is an extra 7mm horizontal line just
below frame line at the bottom left corner.

Some have a dot 3mm SE of the "N" of

"CENTS."

Type 7

There is an extra 7mm horizontal line

just below the top frame line at the top
left corner.

There is a small dot across from the

right ornament nearly touching the
inside of the outer circle.

There is an extra dot above the figure's
right eye 1mm below his hairline.

The bottom left serif of the "P" of

"POST" is broken and looks like a period.
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Types

1.

2.

There is a faint dot just above
the tail of the "S" in "POST;"
and another faint dot just below
the "S" between the two outer

circles. (These are sometimes

difficult to see on poor copies.)

A faint dot exists just below the
"E" of "CENTS" that touches

the inner circle.

3. There is a faint line extending
from the top of the right circle on
the left ornament.

4. There is a Imm line extending from
the bottom of the right circle on the
left ornament.

5. The top right frame line is missing
except for a 5mm line above the
"RES" of "EXPRESS."

6. There sometimes is an 1-1.5mm

horizontal line the bottom left

comer.

7. There sometimes is a small break at

the bottom of the left frame line.

8. There is a small semi-circle below

the "S in "PRICE'S" inside the inner

circle.

9. There is a curved line below the "S"

in "PRICE'S" inside the lower

circle.

Type 9

1.

2.

This is the bottom row, and there

sometimes is a large margin below
the bottom frame line.

There is generally a dot just left
of the bottom serif by the tail of
the first "S".

3. There is a dot just inside the
inner circle left of and slightly
below the last "S" in

"EXPRESS."

4. There sometimes is an 1-1.5mm

horizontal line just above the top
left comer of the top frame line.

5. There sometimes is a small break

in the left frame line just above the
top frame.

6. There sometimes is an extra

vertical line beside the right frame
line that extends from the top
frame line to the second "S" in

"EXPRESS."

7. There sometimes is a dot at the left

below the bottom frame line.
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Possible Order of Questions for Identifying Stamps
The author has found it easier to identify the nine transfer positions by

following a protocol that focuses on certain significant differences in the following
order of obviousness:

1. Is there a 2inm curved line in the outer circle just below the "P" in
"POST" (Type 2)1

2. Is there a dot in the "O" of TOST" at 3:00 o'clock (Type I)?

3. Is there a dot at the bottom of the "O" in "POST" at 5:30 o'clock (Type
3)?

4. Is there a faint semicircle line between the "O" and "S" of "POST" (Type

5)?

5. Is there an extra 5mm horizontal line below the top right comer (Type 6)?

6. Is there a 2mm linejust outside the design below the "E" of "CENTS"
(Type 4)?

7. Is there an extra 7mm horizontal linejust below the top frame line at the
left comer (Type 1)1

8. Is there a dot beside the tail of the first "S" in "EXPRESS" orjust inside
the bold inner circle at 3:00 o'clock (Type 9)?

9. Is there a faint dot on the thin second circle below the "E" in "CENTS"

(Type 8)?

The author would like to thank Steve Roth, Bob Hisey, Gordon Stimmell
Bill Sammis and John Bowman for their assistance in connection with this project.
Anyone with additional information that should be published can contact the author
at Clifford .alexander@kl gates .com.
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We are your best choice
when you consider selling your
specialized collection of Locals.

m

NOTE: $5,000,000 IS ALWAYS

AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE OR

CASH ADVANCE FOR AUCTION

CONSIGNMENTS.

Our reputation as a decades-long key source for U.S. classic stamps
and postal history is unexcelled. And—as one might expect—there

is no better venue in the world for you when it comes time to
sell or consign your cherished collection to public auction.

Call Us Today Toll Free: 877-316-2895

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions, LLC
America's Oldest Philatelic Auction House • Established 1885

60 NewtONvn Road. • PMB #44 • Danbury, CT 06810 USA
-1-203.297.6056 • Fax: +203.297.6059

info@kelleherauctions.com

www.kelleherauctions. com
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THE FINEST COLLECTIONS ARE BUILT

WITH PASSION AND PRECISION
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Please visit our website at;
www.rumseyauctions.com

email: srumsey@rumseyauctions.com

Schuyler
Rumsey
Philatelic
Auctions

47 Kcamy Street
San Francisco

California 94108

t: 415-781-5127

f: 415-781-5128
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Buying, Selling
& Appraisals

^ Classic U.S. Stamps &
Postal History

★ U.S. 19th Century Proofs & Essays
•k Confederate Stamps & Covers

■' 0

STANLEY M. FILLER
800 S. Broadway • Walnut Creek, CA 94596

Phone (925) 938-8290
Fax (925) 938-8812

Email: stmpdlr@aol.com
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BLOODS 15L11: Part 11
By

Vemon R. Morris Jr. MD

On July 1,1845 D.O. Blood & Co. was formed, and acquired the Philadelphia
Despatch Post including its remaining stamps, 15L3, the world's first pictorial
stamp. During the next few years, three variations of the "striding messenger" stamps
were printed. The final two issues, 15L5 and 15L6,' had been designated "City
Stamps" and reserved for local door delivery.

By January 1846, Blood & Co. developed an entirely new geometric double
circle stamp design, dedicated for outbound letters only, with inscription "For the
POST OFFICE," the world's first special purpose stamp.^ Their business
paradigm shifted to a bifurcated private postal service.

In early 1848 a new name quietly appeared, with profoundly different
adhesive stamp designs, and color\ Blue stamps. Green stamps. No more black, white,
and shades of gray. The next five stamp issues, four of which appeared during 1848,
heralded "BLOOD'S DESPATCH." Physical dimensions of their stamps were
conspicuously different. Whereas D.O. Blood & Co. stamps had been large squares.
Blood's Despatch stamps trended somewhat smaller and rectangular. What did not
change was the very successful bifurcated business model.

The immediately previous article reviewed 15L10, a light blue "post office
stamp" intended to replace D.O. Blood & Co. 15L7,15L8, and 15L9 issues. The topic
of this article was the business model companion-counterpart 15L11, Blood's
Despatch "city stamp," intended to replace D.O. Blood & Co. 15L5 and 15L6.

I5L11

The stamp design in Figure 1 measured 23mm high by 19.5mm wide, and
has been listed in the Scott Catalogue as 15L11 "black on pale green," 1848 for 2
cents.^ Its vertical vignette consists of a double line oval absent a rectangular frame,
but within which was inscribed "BLOOD'S" at top, "DESPATCH" at bottom. In the
center a dove carried an envelope marked "PAID," same large envelope carried by
the enormous striding messenger, for identical local door delivery in Philadelphia.
15L11 was a "city stamp" intended to service "city letters."

No 15L11 stamps were perforated, although for only the second time in the
nation, several examples appear to have been mechanically die cut, this time precisely
around an oval design. No multiples, on or off cover exist, although panes and sheets
were quite likely based upon other 1848 company issues such as 15L13 prior 15L5 ̂

Vemon R. Morris, Jr., MD, "Bloods Part 6: 15L6," The Penny Post, Vol. 22, No. 2, April 2014,
Whole No. 87, page 58.
Vemon R. Morris, Jr., MD, "Bloods Part 7; 15L7," The Penny Post, Vol.22, No. 3, July 2014,
Whole No. 88, pages 29,53.
Scott 2012 Specialized Catalogue of United States Stamps & Covers, Nineteenth Edition, Scott
Publishing Co., 2011, Sidney Ohio, page 545.
Robert Siegel Auction Galleries, sale 925, November 15,2006, lot 1315, Kuphal.
Robert Siegel Auction Galleries, sale 830, November 13,2000, lot 437, Hall.
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9

Figure 1. Unused pale green 15L11 with dove carrying large PAID letter.

15L11 VOLUME per YEAR

NUMBER 1847 1848 1849 1850

20

10

TOTALS 0  1 16 1 4 0

Figure 2. Twenty 15L11 were year specific.
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and a companion-counterpart 15L10 vertical pair. The 15L11 frameless oval lent itself
to free hand "cut trapezoid" separation, a crude expedient derivative of cut rectangle
technique. A few examples, however, were carefully hand cut oval or octagonal
shaped.

As with all predecessor issues, no 15L11 stamps were monetarily
denominated. Since mid-1846, single stamps of either functional type were 2 cents.
No designated monetary value facilitated wholesale volume discounts, different price
structure for each service type, different price schedule by quantity, while always
remaining flexible and ready to modify any features.

15L11 Description Census
1. April 7,1848; folded letter; outbound New York; cut trapezoid, four bar grid;®

red Clarke 430e double strike straightline handstamp (Remele P6-a), red New
York cds. To: "Silas Pierce Esqr / Merchant / Boston". Apfelbaum 402 June 3,
1976 lot 316; (Apfelbaum April 22,1977 lot 418); Kelleher 663 January 28,
2015 lot 1186. March 17,2015 PFC 526212. Morris collection.

2. (April 18, 1848); partial front; local delivery; cut trapezoid, "connected dots"
cancel; non-contemporary pencil ''April 18, 1848". To: "Henry D. Gilpin /
Washington Squa(re-)."' Nutmeg 167 March 18, 2008 lot 5952. May 5, 2008
PFC 464469. Morris collection.

3. April 24,1848; folded letter; local delivery; bottom margin cut trapezoid, six bar
grid® double strike cancel. To: "Messrs Chamley & Whelen / No 9 S. 3— St /
Philadelphia". Fowe Christies September 9,1981 lot 750. Corwin collection.

4. May 4,1848; folded letter; local delivery; cut trapezoid, six bar grid cancel. To:
"Mr Saml Bispham. / 261 High. St."^

5. May 30, (1848); folded letter; outbound Virginia; cut trapezoid, four bar grid
cancel; blue Clarke 71 Philadelphia cds. To: "Mr Fayton Y. Atkins /
Fredericksburg / Virginia". June 5, 2009 PF 476843.

6. July 8,1848; folded letter; local delivery; cut trapezoid, six bar grid cancel. To:
"John Haseltine Fsqr. / No 10 South / Wharves / Philad."^® Siegel 825 June 27,
2000 lot 1605, Schwartz. Fx Roth.

7. July 18,1848; part printed Insurance Policy Expiration notice; local delivery; cut
trapezoid, four bar grid double strike cancel. To: "R. Neff / No 6 Nor.

Earliest recorded Morris Handstamp Type D, which was used until July 24,1849.
24 Washington Square in 1849 McElroys Philadelphia City Directory, page 137.
Morris Handstamp Type C has been recorded from December 8,1847 until November 29,1849.
Present day location is 629 Market Street.
Few doors south of present day Market Street.
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Wharves .""Lowe "USA 1" 3720 March 1, 1973 lot 1668, Patten. Siegel 627
December 13,1983 lot 1612.'^

8. July 22, (1848); ladies embossed envelope; local delivery; cut trapezoid, six bar
grid cancel, tied by tiny stains. To: "Mr. George Grier. / Library St. /
Philadelphia".

9. August 18, 1848; folded letter; outbound New Jersey; cut trapezoid, six bar grid
cancel-tied by impression; blue Clarke 71a Philadelphia cds. To: "M"^® W. McBlair
/ Care of E.L.Vaux Esqr / Elizabeth Town / New Jersey". Siegel 764 December
13,1994 lot 1611; Siegel 908 March 17,2006 lot 4606. November 9,2000 PEC
350415. Ex Hollowbush. Stromberg collection.

10. August 1848; envelope; local delivery; originated in Cape May New Jersey; cut
trapezoid, six bar grid cancel; manuscript "Cape Island / Aug. 1848." To: "J. S.
Smith Esq. / 65 So. 4""'" Siegel 927 December 20, 2006 lot 1097; Regency
Superior 65 March 1, 2008 lot 2554. April 21, 2008 PEC 463565. Morris
collection.

11. September 1,1848; folded printed notice; (local delivery); cut trapezoid, large dot
in each comer, perpendicular four bar grids cancel; remnant of Bloods advertising
label on reverse. To: Unknown #1. Siegel 773 March 26,1996 lot 166.

12. September 6, 1848; part printed notice; local delivery; bottom right comer sheet
margin cut trapezoid, four bar grid cancel. To: "Geo: W Carpenter Esqk'""^,'^,'®
H.R. Harmer 1071 March 20, 1957, lot 582, Caspary; Siegel 965 December 3,
2008 lot 1094, Geisler. January 26,2009 PEC 473063.

13. September 7,1848; folded letter; local delivery; hand cut to shape, four bar grid
cancel. To: "Mssrs Cornelius & Co / in Cherry St above 8"' / Philadelphia".
Bennett 304 May 9,2006 lot 1721.

14. October 12, 1848; (envelope), adjacent district Northern Liberties delivery; cut
trapezoid, four bar grid cancel, tied by stains. To: "William Henry Trotter Esqr /
256 North 4"" Street". (Apfelbaum October 1973 lot). Shachat collection. Ex Roth.

15. October 21, 1848; folded letter; adjacent district Southwark delivery; cut
trapezoid, four bar grid cancel. To: "Mr Joseph Elkinton / 377 Sou 2nd St.""
Bennett 304 May 9,2006 lot 1706. Regency April 26,2008 lot 1523.

" Few doors north of present day Market Street.
The Chronicle, May 1976, Vol. 28, No. 2, Whole No. 90, page 92.
Present day 212 South 4'^ Street, just south of Walnut.
Northeast comer of present day B"" and Market Street.
Vemon R. Morris, Jr., MD, "Bloods Part 5: \5L5," The Penny Post, Wol. 22, No. 1, January 2014,
Whole No. 86, page 32.
Morris, op. cit.. The Penny Post, April 2014, page 42.

" In 1858 he is listed working at today's address 783 S.2"'' Street and living next door at 785 S. 2"''
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16. December 24, 1848; (folded letter); outbound New York; die cut to shape,
perpendicular four bar grids cancel; (blue) Philadelphia Clarke 74 cds double
strike; 5 cent 1847 general issue Scott #1, USPCS ID 10641, cancel-tied by grid
in circle. To: "Gilbert F. Davis Esqr / N- 45 - Pine Street / New York."'^ Siegel
285 April 1,1965 lot 662. July 24,1981 PF 100249. Gronowski collection.

17. June 28,1849; folded letter; outbound Washington D.C.; hand cut to shape, four
bar grid cancel-tied; blue Clarke 74 Philadelphia cds; manuscript "Private". "To
/ President Taylor / Washington City / D.C." Ex Wagshall. Alexander collection.

18. July 13, (1849); folded letter; outbound New Jersey; cut trapezoid, four bar grid;
blue Clarke 74 Philadelphia cds. To: "Mssrs Burdsall E' / Rahway / NJ". Lowe
Christies September 9,1981 lot 750. Corwin collection.

19. November 24, 1849; (folded letter); local delivery; die cut to shape, six bar grid
cancel; Bloods Handstamp.'® To: "Mr W™ Magee / (60 Sassafrass Street /
Philadelphia)."2o Lowe "USA 1" March 1,1973 lot 1671, Patton.^'

20. December 3, 1849; envelope; local delivery; bottom margin cut trapezoid, four
bar grid cancel; pink advertising label. To: "David M Stone E. / 34 Church Alley
/ Phila". Siegel 458 September 23, 1974 lot 1474. Siegel 1101 June 23,2015 lot
654, Stimmell.

21. (1849-50); envelope; local delivery; cut trapezoid. Bloods Handstamp^^ cancel-
tied. To: "Miss Sophia Greene / N° 3 / South Perm Square". Christies Oetober 9,
1990 lot 1148, Jarrett.

22. (1850-51); envelope; local delivery; cut trapezoid. Bloods Handstamp^^ cancel-
tied; manuscript "Py Bloods Dispatch, which has no match, / You 'II go at once I
mean... and then / at once address S ". To: (Sophie Green) "South Penn
Square. No 3". Siegel 294 January 6, 1966 lot 210. Rumsey 19 December 3,2004
lot 1033. January 27,2010 PEC 483752. Morris collection.

23. Undated; piece; (outbound); cut to octagon, uncancelled, tied by blue indistinct
Philadelphia cds and manuscript penstroke "Y" cancel from two 1847 5 cent Scott
#1 general issue stamps. To: Unknown State #2. September 16,2010 PEC 490220.
Morris collection.

19

Street; both between Catherine and Fitzwater Streets.

1948 Doggett New York City Directory lists Gilbert Davis at 45 Pine Street and William Streets.
Old ASCC Type 9, Morris Type 14.
McElroy's 1849 Philadelphia City Directory, page 246 lists "Wm Magee, ganger, 60 Sassafrass"
which today is Race Street.

-' The Chronicle, May 1976, Vol. 28, No. 2, Whole No. 90, page 92.
Old ASCC Type 9, Morris Type 14.

^ Old ASCC Type 10, Morris Type 15.
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24. Undated; large legal envelope; local delivery; partially torn trapezoid, four bar
grid cancel-tied; light green advertising label on reverse; manuscript "From J. R.
TysonF To: "For / William M. Meredith Esq., / Walnut St."^"^ Bennett 257
February 8, 2003 lot 3599. April 30, 2003 PFC 396898; April 27, 2010 PFC
486187. Morris collection.

25. Undated; folded letter; local delivery; hand cut to shape, four bar grid cancel-tied.
To: "Mssrs Findsay & Blackiston / N.W. comer 4th & Chesnut / Philadelphia".
Siegel 925 November 15,2006 lot 1311, Kuphal; Siegel 980 December 11,2009
lot 2992.

26. Undated; mouming envelope; adjacent district Northern Fiberties delivery; (top
margin) cut trapezoid, four bar grid triple strike cancel, one tied. To: "To. Miss.
F. Schmidt / Corner 4th & George Street / Northern Liberty Phila". Siegel 830
November 14,2000 lot 450, Hall. March 29,2001 PFC 365954. Morris collection.

27. Undated; envelope; local delivery; partially torn trapezoid, four bar grid cancel-
tied. To: "Ths. David I 111 Market". Frajola March 19,1994 lot 284; Siegel 285
April 1, 1965 lot 659; (Gibbons Merker October 11, 1974 lot 1288); (Gibbons
Merker September 29, 1976 lot 3877); Shreves September 26, 1996 lot 182;
Harmer International June 6,2015 lot 145. Fx Gibson.

28. Undated; ladies embossed envelope; local delivery; cut trapezoid, four bar grid
cancel; light green advertising label on back flap. To: "Mr. Charles Casstasis /
Care of J Fratone & Co / No 90 South Front St / 90 South Front St Phila."

H.R.Harmer 1071 March 20,1957 lot 579, Caspary; Siegel 824 May 31,2003 lot
383; Siegel 862 May 31, 2003 lot 64, DK; Siegel 1063 December 19, 2013 lot
1733. December 5,2000 PFC 358658. Morris collection.

29. Undated; folded letter; local delivery; cut trapezoid, four bar grid cancel; pink
advertising label. To: "Edward Johnson, / (laborer) / Burd's Court / Between
Locus' & Spruce / and 10'. and lp."2526 Harmer 1835 Feb 15, 1977 lot 117.
Shachat collection.

30. Undated; folded letter; local delivery; cut trapezoid, six bar cancel. To: "Charles
Fben Fsq / 57 North 6th St."^^ Kelleher 633 December 14,2012 lot 332. August
11, 2009 Weiss certificate 16 15L1115; January 29, 2013 PFC 510047. Morris
collection.

As President of the city's Select Council Mr Meredith's office would probably be in the Old City
Hall, next to Independence Hall.
McElroy's 1850 City Directory, page 478 describes "Burd's ct, s from 124 Locust".25

2® Edward Johnson is listed as "porter, 16 Washington ab 11"" in McElroy's 1849 City Directory page
188 and McElroy's 1850 City Directory page 207.
Very near Arch Street.
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31. Undated; envelope; local delivery; cut trapezoid, six bar grid cancel. To: "Mr.
William Hennessey / Care F N Krug & Co Aio 6 & 8 church alley / Phila". Siegel
927 December 20,2006, lot 1098, Richardson.

32. Undated; front; local delivery; cut trapezoid, four bar grid cancel. To: "Joseph B.
Townsend, Esq. / Attorney at Law / 309 Arch Street."^^ Nutmeg 167 March 18,
2008 lot 5952.

33. Undated; folded letter; local delivery; cut trapezoid, six bar grid cancel. To: "Mrs
George. Clymer / 230 Spruce Street / below 7"^ South Side — ". Frajola June 6,
1990 lot 393, Ambassador Middendorf; Siegel 825 June 27, 2000 lot 1604,
Schwartz. Lyons collection.

34. Undated; part folded letter; local delivery; hand cut to shape, six bar grid cancel;
manuscript ''Paid}". To: "W" L Price Lsqr. / No 3 Mercantile Library Build /
Library Street / Philad''." September 9, 2011 PFC 498919. Morris collection.

35. Undated; folded letter; local delivery; cut trapezoid, six bar grid cancel. To: "W-
G. Mentz Lsq / N°"53 north 3''. St. below Arch 8"^". Corwin collection.

36. Undated; envelope; local delivery, cut trapezoid, four bar grid cancel. To: "Miss
Mary T. Chierdell / 315 Pine Street / Phila —a". Bennett 304 May 9, 2006 lot
1707. Lx Markovits.

37. Undated; folded letter; adjacent district Southwark delivery; cut trapezoid, four
bar grid cancel. To: "Mssrs Tathara & Broth / first Wharf Below / Cedar Street /
Phila." Siegel 830 November 14, 2000 lot 451, Hall.

38. Undated; part folded letter; adjacent district Southwark delivery; (top left comer)
cut trapezoid, six bar grid cancel; pink advertising label on reverse. To:
"(Thath)am & Brother / South S' Whr / Southwark". Siegel 817 November 15,
1999 lot 515, Golden; Siegel 853 December 19, 2002 lot 2621, Johnstone.
February 25,2003 PEG 395520. Morris collection.

39. Undated; folded letter; outbound New York; cut trapezoid, four bar grid cancel;
(blue) Clarke 71a Philadelphia cds. To: "For W^B Hudson/No 105 Sixth Avenue
/ New York". Apfelbaum 247 May 15, 1969 lot 440.

40. Undated; folded letter; outbound Maryland; cut trapezoid, faint four bar grid
cancel; (blue) Clarke 73 Philadelphia cds. To: "Mr W™. L Tenbrook / Hancock /
Maryland". Stolow April 1, 1974 lot 502; Wolffers 72 September 14, 1978 lot
471.

41. Undated; (folded letter); (local delivery), cut trapezoid, four bar grid cancel. To:
Unknown #3. Stolow January 6,1957 lot 1756.

Present day 813 Arch Street.
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42. Undated; piece of cover; (local delivery); bottom sheet margin cut trapezoid, six
bar grid cancel-tied. To: Unknown #4. Siegel 830 November 14, 2000, lot 452,
Hall.

43. Undated; envelope; local delivery; die cut to shape, six bar grid cancel-tied. To:
"S.M.G." (Sarah McAllister Grant) / Unknown. Lowe "AMERICANA" 3887
October 8,1974 lot 239. NO PHOTO

A. Undated; envelope; adjacent district Spring Garden delivery; die cut to shape, six
bar grid cancel-tied. To: "Nathan R. Potts Esq / 8"' & Spring Garden St /
Philadelphia". H.R.Harmer 2352 July 22,1970 lot 1333. Gronowski collection.

B. Indeterminate; wrapper; local delivery; (contents ''Trenton feby 19"' 1849'y, cut
trapezoid, six bar grid cancel; manuscript "July / 184(7)". To: "Mssrs Gobrecht
Rm 4. / 268 Arch below 10th / Phila". H.R.Harmer 1071 March 20,1957 lot 580,
Caspary; Siegel 747 February 17,1993 lot 75; Siegel 925 November 15,2006 lot
1310, Kuphal. October 31,1990 PEG 232083. Alexander collection.

Excluded 15LH Covers

Two suspicious 15L11 covers were withheld. Census letter A was addressed
to "S"" & Spring Garden Street," clearly inside Spring Garden District. Since Spring
Garden had their own government post office for delivery, private posts were
forbidden, acknowledged by Blood & Co. in contemporary newspapers.

Census letter B is suspicious for several reasons. Its February 1849 letter
contents were unusual by originating in Trenton, New Jersey. The cover was an older
style wrapper, and strangely dated July 184(7). Furthermore, the contents don't appear
to match the cover in size, shape, or year. The 15L11 stamp is not tied to the cover,
and more likely than not, added decades later.

15L1I Photographic Census
All but one of 43 examples have been photographed in auction catalogs and/or

philatelic literature. All 42 in addition to the excluded 2 have been posted on the
Carriers and Locals Society website.

Of 42 photographed genuine covers, 34 are available in color, 81%. The
remaining 19% consist of eight in black and white (census numbers 6,7, 11,16, 19,
39.40.41).

Old auction catalogs all too often did not include a cover's entire address. The
photograph of four examples had been reduced to the stamp only (census numbers 11,
23.41.42), and the destination accordingly listed as "Unknown." However, auxiliary
markings suggest whether the cover was local versus outbound. Altogether, the
address of 91% have been identified, 39 of 43 covers. Four of the 39 addresses as

given were less than complete, but identified from collateral sources, such as other
covers in this census (census numbers 22, and 38), from a Robson Lowe auction
catalog description (census number 43), and from a city directory (census number 19).
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Figure 3. The earliest recorded 15L11 entered the mail at the New York
post office on April 7,1848.
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Figure 4. The latest recorded 15L11 date certain cover was December 3,
1849.
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15L11 Cover Data Base

A 2% survival rate for private posts covers during this period has been
selected for this series of articles,^® although may be too generous, especially with
advancing years. Forty three genuine examples suggests an original population of
approximately 2150.

15L11 Service Time

Evidence based data is associated with varying degrees of certainty. Of Table
I data only 16, approximately 37% are date certain (census numbers 1,3,4,6,7,9,
10,11, 12, 13,14, 15, 16,17, 19, 20), ie. day, month, and year (identical to 15L10).
The final 21 covers in the census, approximately 50% of the total evidence, include
no information of any type pertaining to day, month or year, and therefore are entirely
year and date unspecified (census numbers 23 through 43).

The middle group of 6, or 14%, are not year specific, but a restricted time
period can be indirectly determined from auxiliary markings such as Philadelphia
circular datestamps,^" and Blood's Despatch Hanstamps. Given the numerically small
15L11 census, narrow time range, and limited cds marking variety, 4 of 6 (census
numbers 2, 5, 8, 18) can be reasonably determined to within one calendar year,
whereas the remaining 2 of 6 allocated into a two year period (census numbers 21,
22). Therefore, 20 of 43 examples, 46% are year determinate, and graphically
demonstrated in Figure 2year specific volume. Of the 20 year dated examples, 16 are
1848 for 80%, whereas the remaining 4 or 20% were 1849.

The Table I evidence confirms Scott Catalog listing 15L11 as 1848. The
earliest three covers are April 1848. The earliest recorded 15L11 is April 7,1848,
an untied but fully dated cover (census number 1), shown in Figure 3. The second is
an April 18, (1848) partial front. The third a fully dated April 24,1848.

The latest recorded date certain 15L11 cover was December 3, 1849, an
untied example shown in Figure 4 (census number 20), one of only 4 scattered
throughout 1849. The longest philatelic period was 605 days, or 86 weeks (20
months). One very far outlier (census number 22), was 1850 and possibly January
1851, based upon the cancel-tied Blood's Handstamp, but technically year uncertain.

Sixteen 15L11 covers cluster between April 7,1848 aud December 24,1848.
Therefore, the reasonable active philatelic 15L11 lifespan was only 261 days, or 37
weeks (8.5 months); and the respective greatest 15L11 business activity was 1.88
covers per month. No 15L11 exclusive philatelic period existed, even if restricted to
only "city stamps".

15L11 Service Locatiou

Final destinations are summarized in Table II. Letters were collected by
Blood & Co., largely from hundreds of boxes, and sorted at Blood's office. Almost
80% were local, but surprisingly 20% outbouud.The great majority, 34 covers, were
door delivered by Blood's Despatch; 26 in the old city, 5 to an adjacent district with
no post office, shown by map in Figure 5; and 3 of 4 entirely unknown. From the

Morris, op. cit.. The Penny Post, April 2014, page 38.
Ibid.
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Table I. Chronological 15L11 evidence, parenthesis if believed probably
genuine, although lacking absolute certainty.

No. DATE COVER 15L11 CANCEL TIED LABEL

1 April 7,1848 folded letter cut trapezoid four bar grid no

2 (April 18, 1848) partial front cut trapezoid connected dots no

3 April 24,1848 folded letter
bottom margin,
cut trapezoid

six bar grid,
double strike

no

4 May 4,1848 folded letter cut trapezoid six bar grid no

5 May 30, (1848) folded letter ait trapezoid four bar grid no

6 June 8,1848 folded letter cut trapezoid six bar grid no

7 June 18,1848
part printed

Insurance notice
cut trapezoid

four bar grid,
double strike

no

8 July 22, (1848) ladies envelope cut trapezoid six bar grid (ink stain)

9 August 18,1848 folded letter cut trapezoid six bar grid (impression)

10 August 1848 envelope cut trapezoid six bar grid no

11 September 1,1848 printed notice cut trapezoid
dot in comers

four bar grids
no remnant

12 September 6,1848
part

printed notice

bottom comer margin,
cut trapezoid

four bar grid no

13 September 7,1848 folded letter hand cut to shape four bar grid no

14 October 12,1848 (envelope) cut trapezoid four bar grid (stain)

15 October 21,1848 folded letter ait trapezoid four bar grid no

16 December 24,1848 (folded letter) die cut to shape
perpendicular

four bar grids
no

17 June 28,1849 folded letter hand cut to shape four bar grid four bar grid

18 July 13, (1849) folded letter cut trapezoid four bar grid no

19 November 24,1849 (folded letter) die cut to shape six bar grid no

20 December 3,1849 envelope
bottom margin

ait trapezoid
four bar grid no pink label

21 (1849-50) envelope cut trapezoid Blood handstamp Blood handstamp -

22 (1850-51) envelope cut trapezoid Blood handstamp Blood handstamp -

23 Undated piece cut to octagon no
blue cds

manuscript "X"
-

24 Undated large envelope ait trapezoid four bar grid four bar grid light green

25 Undated folded letter cut trapezoid four bar grid four bar grid -

26 Undated mourning envelope
top margin,
cut trapezoid

four bar grid,
triple strike

four bar grid
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Table 1. (cont'd.) Chronological 15L11 evidence, parenthesis if believed
probably genuine, although lacking absolute certainty.

FEDERAL STAMPS & MARKINGS ADDRESSEE OUTBOUND No.

red Clarke 430ePHIIiDA Mm® stl

red New York ds

Silas Pierce Esqr
Merchant/Boslon

Masachusetts 1

no Henry D. Gilpin / Wasliington Squaire-) no 2

no
Messrs Chaniley & Wlielen / No 9 S. 3'° St. /

Philadelphia
no 3

no MrSanilBisphani./261ffigh, St, no 4

blue Clarke 71 Philadelpliia cds Mr Layton Y. Atkins / Fredericksbiirg / Virginia Virginia 5

no John Haseltine Esqr. / No 10 South / Wiarves / Philad no 6

no R.Neff/NodNor.W'harves no 7

no Mr. Oeoige Grier. 1 Librarc' St. / Philadelphia no 8

blue Clarke 71 a Pliiladelphia cds
M"W.McBlair/CareofE.L.VauxEsqr/

Ehzabeth Town/New Jersey
NewJersQ' 9

nianusaipt "Cape Island/Aiig.lM" J.S. Smith Esq./65 So. d"" no (fmNewJetisy) 10

no Unknown #1 (no) 11

no Geo:W Carpenter Esq no 12

no Mssrs Cornelius & Co / in Cheny St above 8°" no 13

no William Henry Trotter Esf / 256 Nortli 4°' Street Northern Liberties 14

no Mr Joseph Elkinton / 377 Sou 2rid St Soulwark 15

blue Clarke 74 Pbiladelpbia cds

5 ant 1847 general issue, ID 10641, tied by grid cancel
Gilbeit F. Davis Esnr / N° 45 ■ Pine Street / New York New York 16

blue Clarke 74 Philadelpliia cds

manuscript "Mva'e"
To / Preadent Taylor / Washin^on Citv' / D.C. Washin^on,DC 17

blue Clarke 74 Philadelpliia cds Mssrs Burdsi E'/Rahway/NJ NewJets^ 18

Bloods liaiidstamp Mr W" Magee / (60 Sassahass Street / PMladelphia) no 19

no David M Stare E / 34 Church Alley / Phila no 20

no Miss Sophie Greene / N° 3 / Sonft Perm Square no 21

manuscript "By Bloods Dispatch, which has no match, /

You'll go at once I mean, and then /at once address S"
(Sophie Greene) / South Penn Square, No 3 no 22

blue indstinctPhiladeliiiia cds
two 5 cent 1847 general issues, ID none, tied by cds & "X"

Unknown 12 Unknown state 23

manuscript "fkoraJ.S.Tyjof!" For/William M. Meredith Esq. no 24

no
Mssrs Linds^&Blackiston/

N.W. comer 4th & Chesnut / Philadelphia
no 25

no
To. Miss Schmidt / Caner 41 & George Street /

Northern Liberty Phila
Northern Liberties 26
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Table I. (cont'd.) Chronological 15L11 evidence, parenthesis if believed
probably genuine, although lacking absolute certainty.

No. DATE COVER 15L11 CANCEL TIED LABEL

27 Undated (envelope) cuttrapezoid four bar Slid four bar grid ■

28 Undated ladies envelope cut trapezoid four bar grid no light green

29 Undated folded letter cut trapezoid foi bar grid no pink

30 Undated folded letter cuttrapezoid six bf grid no

31 Undated envelope cuttrapezoid six bi grid no

32 Undated front cuttrapezoid four bar grid no

33 Undated folded letter cuttrapezoid six bar grid no

34 Undated part folded letter hand cut to shape six bar gild no

35 Undated folded letter d trapezoid six bar grid no

36 Undated envelope cuttrapezoid foin bar grid no

37 Undated folded letter d trapezoid four bar grid no

38 Undated partfoldedlettei'
top left corner,

Qit trapezoid
sixbigiid no pink

39 Undated folded letter cuttrapezoid four bar grid no

40 Undated folded letter cuttrapezoid four bar grid no

41 Undated (folded letter) cuttrapezoid four bar grid no

42 Undated piece of cover
bottom mai'sn,

cuttrapezoid
sixbargid sixbargid

43 Undated envelope die cut to shape six bar grid sixbargid

A Undated envelope die cut to shape six bar grid (six bar grid)

B Indeterminate wrapper cuttrapezoid six bar grid sixbargid
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Table I. (cont'd.) Chronological 15L11 evidence, parenthesis if believed
probably genuine, although lacking absolute certainty.

mm STAMPS &MAmGS ADDRESSEE OITOD No.

no kDail 171 Market no 27

no
Mr,dalles Casstai/CireoflFratone&Col

NoSOSooiFrontSt/DSonlFrootStPia,
no 28

no
Ewar(iJolinsi,/|al)M);BrtCoii!t/

BetoenWdSpnice/andlo'andll',
no 29

no CliarlesEtaEsq/57NoitiiiSt, no 30

no
Mr.iiniHeiessey/CareFNKnig&Co/

nodycliicyiey/PMa
no 31

no Jose|ii B, Townsid, Esip I loroey at Law / 309 Ardi Stred no 32

no MrsGeorpe, Cliier/23!) Spce Street/'below 7'^ Soiitli Side no 33

niinscript'ftiij" f L Price Es®. / No 3 Mercantile Lita' Bid 1
library Street/Piada,

no 3d

no W" G. Mentz Esa,'N°" 33 oortb 3d, St, below ,^di s" no 33

no Miss Mary T, Cierdei 1313 Pine Street 1 Phila-a no 33

no Mssts Tathani & Brolh,t irstlifBelow / Cedar Street 1 Plrila, Soirlwark 37

no (Tbatb)ani & Brother 1 Soil St Whr 1 Soirtlwark Soirlwark 38

(ie) Clarke 71a Piladelpids For W" B Hrrdson / No 103 Sii Avenne / New York NewYoi 39

(Hue) Clarke 73 Piadelpliiacds Mr/.ETeribrook/Hancock/Maryland Maryland 40

no Unknown 13 (no) 41

no UnknownH (no) 42

no S,M,G. (SarahMclsterGrant) pPHOTO) (no) 43

no Nathan R. Potts Esq / Sth & Spring Gardai St 1 Philadelpia Sping Garden A

nianiciipt"4/J8f7J" Mssrs Gobrecht to 4 / 238 Arch below 10th / Pia (tonr New Jersey) B
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district group of five, 3 were delivered in Southwark (census numbers 15,37,38), and
2 in Northern Liberties (census numbers 14,26).

Of the 9 outbound covers, 8 were to the nearby Philadelphia post office
(census numbers 5,9,16,17,18,23,39,40), confirmed by blue Philadelphiia circular
datestamp. Only one (census number 1) had been transported by Blood's Despatch
directly to the railroad agent "favor bag" for transportation to the New York post
office^' for entry into the government mails to Boston. Two covers were each
addressed to New Jersey and New York. One cover each to other nearby states, such
as Maryland, Virginia, Washington D.C., and Massachusetts. One unknown State, but
surprisingly none to Pennsylvania, unlike virtually all previous articles. No covers
were addressed to Canada. No transatlantic covers.

Only one 15L11 originated from an inbound bootlegged letter handed over to
Blood's Despatch (except perhaps census letter B),for local delivery (census number
10), similar to one 15L6 example.

15L11 Cover Type
Table III is a summary of various cover types bearing a 15L11 stamp. From

a data base of 43 examples approximately half, 23, were folded letters, representing
53%, demonstrated in Figure 3. One third were envelopes, clearly the trend by mid-
century, shown in Figure 4. Three printed notices (census numbers 7, 11, 12), were
local business matters.

Two examples were only cover fronts (census numbers 2, 32). The data also
include two "piece of cover" examples (census numbers 23, 42), although one
displayed three stamps. No wrappers (except census letter B) were identified.

15L11 Cancel Types
Table IV is a summary of 15L11 cancel types. 98% were cancelled by

Blood's Despatch, 42 of 43 covers, appropriate for "city stamps." Only one example,
census number 23, was not cancelled by the private post, understandable since
outbound mail did not present a threat of reuse in another city. Cancels on the other 8
outbound letters was not necessary, and perhaps overkill resulting from routine
treatment of "city stamps."

A Blood's Despatch grid handstamp cancelled 91% of the evidence. A "4
bar grid"^^ was employed on 24 covers, and "6 bar grid"^"* on 15 covers.
Approximately 10% were multiple strikes of grid cancels; three were 4 bar grids
(census numbers 7, 16, and 26), and one 6 bar grid (census number 3). Two covers
were cancelled by Blood's Despatch circular handstamps (census number 21 and
22), Figure 6,^^ which includes a stamp detail rotated counterclockwise 150 degrees
to better demonstrate the handstamp company address superimposed on the stamp
design in an otherwise confusing conglomeration.

Vemon R Morris Jr MD, "Bloods Part 10: I5L10," The Penny Post, Vol. 23, No. 2, April 2015,
Whole No. 91, pages 49-52,56.
Morris, op. cit.. The Penny Post, April 2014, pages 42,55.
Morris Type D recorded from May 3, (1848) until July 24,1849.

Morris Handstamp Type C recorded from December 8,1847 until November 29, 1849.
Morris Handstamp Type 14, and 15 respectively.
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Table II. Summary of 15L11 address destinations. 80% were local.

15L11 ADDRESS

Total Location Census Number

2,3,4, 6,7, 8, 10, 12, 13, 19,

26 Philadelphia old city 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29,

30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 43

5 Philadelphia district 14,15, 26,37,38

2 New York 16,39

2 New Jersey 9, 18

1 Maryland 40

1 Washington D. C. 17

1 Virginia 5

1 Massachusetts 1

4 Unknown 11,23,41,42

43 All Locations

Table III. Summary of 15L11 cover types.

15L11 COVERS

Total Cover Type Census Number

1,3, 4,5,6, 9,13,15,

21 Folded letter 16, 17, 18, 19, 25,29,

30,33,35,37,39,40,41

2 Partial folded letter 34,38

1 Large envelope 24

9 Envelope 10, 14, 20,21,22, 27,31,36,43

2 Ladies envelope 8,28

1 Mourning envelope 26

0 Embossed envelope none

1 Front 32

1 Partial front 2

2 Piece 23,42

3 Printed notice 7, 11, 12

0 Wrapper none

43 All Types
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Figure 6. "Bloods Despatch, which has no match," with rotated
enlargement of new address handstamp cancel.
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Figure 7. Outbound 15L11 private letter to President Taylor.
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Although no Blood's penstroke cancels were identified, two "dot cancels"
exist, the "de minimus" penstroke,^® (census number 2 and 11) and perhaps the latest
such recorded.

15L11 Cover Auxiliary Marking
Auxiliary markings provide additional postal information regarding handling

and delivery. In the context of private posts, all markings not intended to prevent reuse
of the private post stamp have been considered auxiliary markings, both manuscript
and handstamp, government and private. More than one marking may appear on a
single cover.

Table V identified that only 30% of 15L11 covers included an auxiliary
marking, 13 of 43 in the data base, and very low (stark contrast to counterpart 15L10).
Identical markings repeated on a single cover were not included in this assessment.
Two different types of markings appeared on each of 4 covers (census numbers 1,16,
17,23). No covers showed three or more different auxiliary marking types.

Eleven of 18 markings, 60%, were government circular datestamps, eight
of which were blue Philadelphia, Figure 7. One of two red New York handstamps
was a cds, the other a straightline PHILAD'^RAILROAD (Remele P6a), both in
Figure 3, (census number 1). However, no red numeral "5" in circle handstamp, no
blue circular railroad postmark, or blue PAID in lozenge. No Wilmington, Baltimore
or Canadian circular datestamps.

Only one Blood's Despatch auxiliary marking (census number 19) has been
identified, which included the company address. Figure 4, but did not cancel the
Blood's Despatch stamp.

Manuscript markings appeared on only 6 covers. One manuscript "A"
government cancel, census number 23. One manuscript ''paid' (census number 34).
Most common were nonspecific manuscript notations, on four covers (census
numbers 10, 17, 22,24), although one provided a spectacular Blood's endorsement.
Figure 6. No manuscript "10", "5" or "free" markings were identified.

15L11 Stamp Shape
Table VI is a summary of the various types of 15L11 shapes in the data base.

Although manual separation of previous issues has been properly assumed no
15L11 panes or multiples have been identified. No mechanical separation of adhesive
stamps in any form had yet existed in the United States, government or private post.

Three examples, 7% were die cut (census numbers 16, 19, 43), first
documented by the highly esteemed scholar Robson Lowe forty years ago. He
declared census number 19 was "the only example of a mechanically separated Blood
known."^® Nevertheless, Figure 8, (census number 16) is another example which
incredibly is also combined with a 1847 general issue stamp. Blood's Despatch was
the second in the nation to mechanically separate stamps, after Hale & Co.

Morris, op. cit.. The Penny Post, April 2014, pages 43,55,58.
Robert Siegel Auction Galleries, sale 1063 December 19-20,2013,lot 1728.

38 Robson Lowe USA.1 Basel, March 1,1973, lot 1671.
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Table IV. Summary of 15L11 cancel types.

15L11 CANCEL

Total Cancel Type Census Number

1,5,7,11,12,13,14,15,16,

24 4 bar grid 17,18, 20,24,25,26, 27,28,

29, 32, 36,37,39,40,41

15 6 bar grid
3,4, 6, 8, 9,10, 19, 30,

31, 33, 34, 35, 38, 42, 43

0 pen stroke no

2 dots 2, (11)

2 Bloods handstamp 21, 22

0 acid no

(1) Uncancelled 23

43 Total (42 covers)

Table V. Auxiliary markings appeared on less than one third of 15L11
covers.

15L11 AUXILIARY MARKINGS

Total Marking Type Census Nmnber

1 blue Philadelphia (Clarke 71) cds 5

2 blue Philadelphia (Clarke 71a) cds 9,39

3 blue Philadelphia (Clarke 74) cds 16,17,18

1 blue Philadelphia (Clarke 73) cds 40

1 blue Philadelphia indistinct cds 23

1 red New York cds 1

1 red Philadelphia (Clarke 430e) si 1

1 grid 16

1 Blood's handstamp 19

1 manuscript "X" 23

4 manuscript notation 10,17, 22, 24

1 manuscript "Paid" 34

18 All Types (43 covers) (13 covers)
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Table VI. Summary of 15L11 stamp shapes.

15L11 STAMP SHAPE

Total Shape Census Number

1,2,3,4, 5,6,7, 8,9,10,11

34 CutTrapezoid
12,14,15,18,20,21,22,25,

26,28,29, 30,31,32, 33,35

36,37, 38,39,40,41,42

2 Partially T om Trapezoid 24, 27

3 Hand Cut to Shape 13,17,34

3 Die cut to Shape 16,19,43

1 Cut to Octagon 23

43 All Types

Table VII. Just over one quarter of 15L11 were tied.

15L11 TIED to COVER

Total Marking Type Census Number

1 blue Philadelphia cds 23

2 Blood's Handstamp 21, 22

5 4 bar grid 17, 24, 25, 26, 27

2 6 bar grid 42, 43

1 manuscript 23

2 stain 8, 14

13 All Tj'pes (12 covers)

Table VIII. 15L11 combined with 1847 government stamp.

15L11 COMBINATION 1847 COVERS

Total Cover Type Census Number

1 one 5 cent 1847 stamp 16

1 two 5 cent 1847 stamps 23

0 one 10 cent 1847 stamp 0

2 All Types (43 covers)
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The great majority, however, were hand separated. The oval design without
frame was unlike any predecessor rectangular stamp (even counterpart 15L10 oval
design which had been housed within a square frame). 15L11 stamps were free hand
separated, but only approximating a rectangle, typically not parallel and more
accurately defined as a geometrical trapezoid. Figure 9.84% were "Cut Trapezoid"
configurations, 36 of 43 in the data base. Three examples, were carefully "Hand Cut
to Shape" (census numbers 13,17,34), shown in Figure 7. One example was skillfully
trimmed down to a "Cut Octagon" (census number 23), Figure 10 (not infrequently
encountered on earlier double circle stamp designs).

Only two were "Partially Torn" apart by hand (census numbers 24 and 27),
similar to some companion-counterpart 15L10 examples.^®

15L11 Tied to Cover

Table VII summarized 15L11 stamps tied to their cover. Only 28% were
tied, or 12 of 43, (identical percentage to companion-counterpart 15L10) of which 3/4
were by Blood's Despatch, most typically grid cancels. Five were 4 bar grids (census
numbers 17,24,25,26,27). Two were 6 bar grids (census numbers 42,43). Two were
Bloods Handstamps (census numbers 21, 22). Only one was tied by accidental
government postmark (census number 23), in addition to manuscript marking.

Stains on two covers coincidentally tied 15L11 (census numbers 8 and 14).

15L11 Correspondence
A philatelic census with multiple covers to the same person or address

constitutes a philatelic correspondence. Only two persons appeared twice each in the
data base. The address for Sophie Green (census numbers 21 and 22) was revealed on
the former as No 3 South Penn Square, shown in Figure 6. Unsolicited praise and
adulation for Blood's service was ensconced across the latter. Bloods Dispatch has
no match. Sophie, unfortunately, has not been identified in contemporary city
directories.

Two covers were addressed to Tatham & Brothers in the Southwark District

(census numbers 37 and 38)."® Tatham & Brothers was established in 1840 as sheet
lead and pipe manufacturers. Senior partner among five brothers was George Tatham.
Brothers Henry and William were also in the Philadelphia business office at 226 and
228 Spruce Street; whereas brothers Benjamin and Charles were in their New York
office. George Tatham was a member of the Board of Trade, subscribed to many
benevolent associations, and died in 1888."*'

Also, a single correspondence to a very important person is noteworthy.
Figure 7 was a private letter addressed to sitting President of the United States
Zachary Taylor (census number 17). However, it was not a presidential free frank, but
charged 5 cents (the only sitting Presidential Free Frank by private post was President

Morris, op. cit.. The Penny Post, April 2015, pages 37,37,38,53.
McElroy's 1849 City Directory, page 369 lists TATHAM & BROTHERS, manufacturer of sheet
lead and pipes, P' vvhf below Ceder, which today is South Street.
Philadelphia Inquirer; August 20, 1888; Volume 119, Issue 43, page 8.
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Figure 8. The nation's second mechanically separated stamp.
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Figure 9. Local 15L11 to William Meredith, Secretary of Treasury for
President Taylor.
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Polk) However, the Taylor cover is interesting for why it was not a free frank.
Although the letter contents were not signed, the sender's closing remark

informed President Taylor it was from a "lady who knows how to make a bad
husband," Figure 11. Some oval office behavior never seems to change.

Zachary Taylor was bom in Virginia on November 24,1784, a descendant of
Pilgrim William Brewster. He became the 12"' President of the United States, shown
by daguerreotype in Figure 12. His term began on March 4,1849, one day before he
was inaugurated."^ Taylor had been a career officer, and earned the name "Old Rough
and Ready" in the Second Seminole War. From his many victories in the Mexican-
American War he became a national hero. The Whig Party convinced a reluctant
Taylor to lead their ticket, despite his unclear platform and lack of interest in politics.
Once in office he was indifferent to programs considered vital to Whigs. Although he
was a southem slave owner, his goal was sectional peace and preserving the Union.
As the threat of Southem secession grew, he increasingly sided with northem
abolitionists. He died suddenly in office at 65 from an acute abdomen on July 9,1850,
just two months prior to California joining the Union."" He was buried in Louisville,
Kentucky.

A second important American was William M. Meredith, the addressee in
Figure 9. Meredith was President Taylor's Secretary of the Treasury, also shown by
contemporary daguerreotype in Figure 13. Meredith was bom in Philadelphia on June
8,1799, and graduated from the University of Pennsylvania at age 13 in 1812. He was
admitted to the bar in 1817, gained a reputation for fearless and inflexible honesty,
and elected President of the Philadelphia Bar. Meredith was also elected to the
Pennsylvania General Assembly, as a Federalist, from 1824 until 1828, and president
of the Philadelphia City Council from 1834 until 1849. President Taylor wanted a
Pennsylvania Whig for his cabinet and selected Meredith. Meredith raised import
duties to pay for recent debt in the Mexican American War and acquisition of
California. William Meredith died on August 17,1873.

15L11 Valentines

Apparently 15L11 did not include any valentines. Table I reveals none of the

19 month specific covers included Febmary. Only four covers (census numbers 21,
22,36,43) were addressed to an apparent single female, none included month or day,
and none contained a valentine.

15L11 Blood Advertising Labels
An advertisement label appeared on 14% of 15L11 covers, shown in Figure

9. All six examples (census numbers 11, 20, 24, 28, 29, 38) were local city letters,
consistent with little need on outbound letters to advertise in other cities. Two labels

were joined together in Figure 14 (census numbers 24 and 29), and described Blood's
Despatch new office was "near the State House."

Vemon R. Morris, Jr., MD, "Bloods Part 9: I5L9," The Penny Post, Vol. 23, No. 1 .January 2015,
Whole No. 90, page 32.
http://en.wik;ipedia.org/wiki/Zachary_Taylor.
http://en.vvikipedia.org/vvild/Califomia.
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Figure 10. Outbound 15L11 fully pre-paid, over 300 miles.

Figure 11. Anonymous closing to "private" letter for President Taylor.

Fignre 12. Zachary Taylor was the 12th United States President.
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Figure 13. William M. Meredith was Secretary of the Treasury under
President Taylor.

Performance is the rule
and promise the exception
with Blood's Despatch,
The office is at 2S S. Sixth

stn near the State Housex,,^.

Blood*s Despatch Oilice Is
at 25 Soutir Sixth st*., aear
the State House.

Figure 14. New address labels from two 15L11 covers.
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15L11 Circulars

Although business circulars in mass had been encouraged by Blood & Co.,
only three covers were printed notices (census numbers 7,11,12). Furthermore, Table
1 does not include special Blood self-advertisement circulars with sample
demonstrations of new stamps, defined service types, or volume discounts,"^^ as had
been the case in early 1847.

15L11 Rate

During 8 Vi months of 15L11 active philatelic lifespan and the previous two
years, retail cost per single service had been 2 cents, collect or prepaid by stamp.
Blood's Despatch did continue identical volume discounts advertised under the new
company name,"*^ Figure 15.15L11 "city stamps" had been available for twenty cents
a dozen! Furthermore, 8 dozen "city stamps," or 96 were only $1.00, just over 1 cent
per stamp (1.05 cents per stamp), discounted 48%. Although 15L11 was Blood's
Despatch replacement of D.O. Blood & Co. striding messenger "city stamps," large
numbers of 15L6 stamps must have been already printed, were apparently
omnipresent at Blood's principle office, retail stores, and patrons, but still valid for
current and future service never requiring an exchange period.

15L11 Government Combinations

General issue government stamps in combination with 1511 were possible
after July 1, 1847, the first day of federal government prepayment stamps. Since
Blood's Despatch didn't issue stamps until eight months later, March 1848, all 43
covers with 15L11 were candidates for combination with federal stamps. However,
15L11 was a "city stamp' intended for local door delivery, which largely precluded
outbound service, or need for govemment prepaid stamps.

In 1992 Robert Meyersburg assembled a casual census of Blood & Co. stamps
in combination with 1847 general issue stamps.''® Meyersburg reported one 15L11
combination with 1847 general issue stamp, provided a black and white photograph
(census number 16), but did not include any source references. Figure 8 has not been
seen in public for many decades. The United States Philatelic Classics Society has
classified it ID 10641.

One other combination has surfaced, on a "piece" of cover, but not included
in the USPCS classification. Figure 10. All three adhesive stamps are tied by both
penstroke and blue Philadelphia cds, to the sad remnant of an otherwise outstanding
outbound 15L11 cover with destination probably beyond 300 miles.

Table I and VIII therefore identified 2 combination 15L11 and 1847 general
issue stamps, less than 5% of the data (census numbers 16,23). In each case the sender
prepaid in full both private post collection and outbound government mail
transportation. They also represent both rates; the former a 5 cent rate prepaid by a
single 5 cent stamp, and the latter a 10 cent rate pre-paid by two 5 cent 1847 stamps.

47

Morris, op. cit.. The Penny Post, July 2014, pages 48-50.
Public Ledger July 21,1848 Vol. XXV, No. 1, page 2.
Morris, op. cit.. The Penny Post, July 2014, pages 47-51.
Robert B. Meyersburg, "1847 Postage Stamps Used in Combination with Carrier and Local
Adhesives," 77ie C/ironic/e, Vol. 44, No. 1, February 1992, Whole No. 153, page 11.
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address.
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Figure 16. Graphic business activity of Blood stamp issues in covers per
month.
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15L11 Transatlantic

No 15L11 transatlantic covers have been identified.

15L11 Volume - Time Analysis
Figure 15 reveals the 15L11 cluster period of 16 covers was from April 7,

1848 until December 24, 1848. During these 8 1/2 busiest months 15L11 philatelic
activity was 1.88 covers per month, Figure 16. During the cluster, 75% were local
delivery, with 4 outbound (census numbers 1,5, 9,16) to a government post office,
typically the Philadelphia post office."^® The full census was slightly greater with 79%
local service, 34 of 43 covers.

15L11 Time Line

The most active period of 15L11 was 1848, with a sprinkling of remainders
in service during 1849 as late outliers. However, during 1848, former D.O. Blood &
Co.'s striding messenger stamps appear on many local covers, likely well after their
printing. Figure 17 graphically demonstrates that prior striding messengers "city
stamps" such as 15L6, serviced city letters throughout all of 1848 into late 1849.
Moreover, three 15L5 very late far outliers have been identified throughout 1850.

D.O. BLOOD & CO / BLOOD'S DESPATCH

Year 1845 1846 1847 1848 1849 1850

15L4 1
15L5 I  11  1 I'

15L6

15L7 1
15L8

15L9 .ji
15L10

15L11
1  i

Figure 17. 15L11 time-line eclipsed by 15L6 "City Stamps.

Blood's Despatch Stamps
A new company name emerged circa 1848 under enigmatic circumstances.

No greater Blood's scholar than Robson Lowe reported "In 1848 Walter Blood left
the business which was re-organized and Charles Kochersperger joined the firm as an

Morris, op. cit.. The Penny Post, April 2015, pages 32,36,37,44,49,50,51,52,53,54,56.
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assistant."^ Daniel Blood apparently remained in charge. Although assumed to be
correct, no independent verification exists. Although the new company name was not
listed in city directories until 1849,^' "Blood's Despatch" first appeared on November
1,1847 in the Public Ledger newspaper. "Blood's Despatch" handstamps have been
recorded by December 29,1847.®^ Prepaid adhesive stamps named Blood's Despatch
were advertised in the Public Ledger on January 29, 1848, and January 31, 1848,
although none identified for another 8 weeks. The earliest recorded Blood's Despatch
adhesive stamp was 15L10 on March 22,1848, but the subsequent two were not until
May 1848. Three 15L11 covers, however, have been identified during the interim in
April 1848. Therefore, during early Spring 1848 three of the first four surviving covers
bearing a new Blood's Despatch stamp were 15L11, although the earliest was a
15L10. These companion-counterpart "city stamps" and "post office stamps"^ were
an entirely new design style and color, for an entirely new Blood's line. The two were
likely released for sale at about the same time.

The name "Blood's Despatch" appeared on a regular basis in newspapers
after November 1, 1847, deemed the origin of the new company All Blood's
timeline bar graphs are marked by thin vertical yellow line commemorating
November 1,1847, shown in Figure 17.

Blood's New Office

On May 25,1848 another significant Blood's Despatch announcement was a
new location at 28 South Sixth Street.^ Figure 18 reveals a more central and
convenient location as the population and business growth was clearly shifting inland
west and away from the Delaware River. Sixth Street above Chesnut [sic] was very
near the State House, today's Independence Hall. The map in Figure 5 included both
locations, since each sold and serviced 15L11 "city stamps." Such a company
milestone has been marked by a thin vertical yellow line on timeline bar graphs.

Within several months and by the end of May 1848 Blood's Despatch vacated
the office held for several years by D.O. Blood & Co. above the Girard Bank at 48
South Third Street (across from the Philadelphia post office). By the end of July a
curious newspaper notice^' advertised sale of another Despatch Post which had
operated in the basement of the Girard Bank, Figure 19 bottom. Perhaps a small short
lived private post had survived by proximity to D.O. Blood & Co. Figure 9 top is an
1849 city directory advertisement^^for Stait & Co. at 48 S. Third,® who in conjunction
with Eagle City Post likely took advantage of the opportunity.

^ Robson Lowe, U.S.A. 1 'Basel,' March 1,1973, sale 3720-3722, page 33.
Morris, op. cit.. The Penny Post, April 2015, pages 45,46.

® Morris, op. cit.. The Penny Post, April 2015, pages 47,48.
Morris, op. cit.. The Penny Post, April 2014, pages 32,43,46,60,61.

^ Morris, op. cit.. The Penny Post, July 2014, pages 47,50.
Morris, op. cit.. The Penny Post, April 2015, pages 49,56.

56 Public Ledger May 25,1848 Vol. XXV, No. 53.
57 Public Ledger July 22,1848 Vol. XXV, No. 102, page 2.
5® McElroy's 1849 Philadelphia City Directory, page 2 pre-amble.
5® Elliot Perry, "The Carrier Stamps of the United States, Philadelphia Chronicle," The Chronicle of

the U.S. Classics Postal Issues, November 1982, Vol. 34, No. 4, Whole No. 116, page 240.
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Figure 18. May 25,1848 notice of new Blood's Despatch office.

EAGLE CITY POST
AND

12g§A@S

ADAMS' PACKAGE EXPRESS,

80 Chestnut Street and 48 S. Third,

\And. all the MAGNETIC TELEGRAPH OFFICES, from]
Sunrise to Sunset, during the Winter Months, and from

seven A. M., to seven P. M., in Summer.

Particular attention given to the serving of PAID or UNPAID Let- j
ters, Circulars, and all communications. A special messenger can be
obtained at any reasonable hour for a moderate compensation.
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Figure 19. July 1848 newspaper, and 1849 city directory at top, for
business under Girard Bank.
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Figure 20. June 1848 notice about Blood's Despatch signs.
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Spring Garden District
A 1796 map by Varie shows Spring Garden as a small settlement centered on

Eight Street (then Garden Street), between Vine Street and Buttonwood Lane,
extending from Seventh Street west to Ridge Road.^° On March 22,1813 the district
was incorporated, bounded by Vine Street on the south, Fairmont (then Coates) on the
north. Broad Street on the west, and Sixth Street on the east. On March 21,1827 the
district doubled to 1100 acres by adding part of Penn Township, thereafter extending
west to the Schuylkill River, and further north to include the north side of Poplar
Lane.®'

By 1831 Baldwin Locomotive Works began building locomotives in Spring
Garden just west of Broad Street, and by the end of the century occupied eight city
blocks and almost 200 acres. The Panic of 1837 unfortunately had reduced production
from 40 locomotives to only nine in 1840, but rebounded in 1857 to 66.®^

The earliest post office in Spring Garden District recorded in Philadelphia city
directories was 1829 at "Ridge r near James," at today's Tenth Street.®^ Several years
later the city directory reported the post office at Light and Callowhill, one block south
and two blocks east, remaining there for almost two decades, 1837 ®^ through 1855,®®
Respected Philadelphia scholar Robert Stets had reported a district opening on April
14, 1828, but initially the "Penn Township post office," strangely servicing eastern
Spring Garden District.®® According to Stets, however, and for completeness, a
growing village in western Spring Garden District along the Schuylkill River opened
a post office on December 14, 1831 allegedly a "Spring Garden post office" at
Callowhill and 24"" Street, then William Street.®" ®® The source of Stets information is
unknown and not verified.

The Postal Act of March 3, 1845 effective July 1, 1845,®® prevented private
companies from transporting letters to another political district served by a
government post office. The government transported mail between the old city of
Philadelphia and nearby Spring Garden and Kensington. Blood's Despatch respected
the law, but eager to inform the public,™ how to recognize it's nearest box locations.
Figure 20,"' to hopefully capture nearby patrons from these forbidden districts.
Perimeter Blood's Despatch box locations are shown by red asterisks in

http://en.vvikipedia.org/vviki/Spring_Garden_District,_Pennsylvania.
http;//en.vvildpedia.org/\viki/Spring_Garden,_Philadelphia.
http://en.wikipedia.org/vvi ld/Baldvvin_Lx)comotive_Works.
Desilver's Philadelphia Directory and Stranger's Guide, 1929, appendix second page.
McElroy's PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORY for 1837, preamble last page, 1st Edition, Philadelphia,
1837.

McElroy's PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORY for 1855, page 96 back of book, 18"" Edition,
Philadelphia, 1855.
Robert J. Stets and John L. Kay, Independent Post Offices of Philadelphia County 1800-1867,
Associated Stamp Clubs of Southeastern Penna. & Delaware, 1979, page 34.
Ibid., page 39.
Vemon R. Morris, Jr., MD, Cressman & Co's, The Collectors Club Philatelist, Vol. 81, No. 5,
September-October 2002, page 240.
Theron Wierenga, Postal Laws and Regulations of the United States of America, 1847, page 67,
reprinted Holland, Michigan, Wierenga, 1980.
Morris, op. cit., The Penny Post, January 2014, page 52.
Public Ledger June 12,1848 Vol. XXV, No. 68.
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Figure 572,73,74 adjacent districts of Northern Liberties, Sonthwark, and
Moyamensing, however, were lawfully infiltrated with many collection boxes.
Conspicuous by their absence are no red asterisks within Spring Garden and
Kensington, due to the presence of a green "P" for government post office.

Figure 20 reveals that collection boxes were inside the store to protect from
bad weather and depredation. Figure 15 just above center reveals "All of Bloods
Despatch Box Stations are designated not by boxes hanging on the awning posts or
outside of the door, but by SMALL NEAT SIGNS, placed on the shutter or door,
reading thus: BLOOD'S DESPATCH BOX INSIDE. The name 'Blood's being
always in RED letters."

Undated census letter A was excluded from I5L1I data primarily due to a
street address well within Spring Garden, and only blocks from its post office. Had
Blood's Despatch collected this example, it should have been delivered to the
Philadelphia post office for intercity mail to the Spring Garden post office, a precedent
established by a I5L5 cover

City Stamp for Railroad / Ferry
While a "city stamp" like I5LI1 satisfied the more costly local door delivery,

nine examples were outbound all of which only required delivery to one location.
Table II identified the final destination of 8, since one was unknown (census number
23). Eight examples entered the government mail via the Philadelphia post office; one
example (census number I) entered the mail at the New York post office, a "favor
bag" example identical to numerous companion-counterpart I5LI0 examples.^®
Figure 3 is highly unusual as an example of both: outbound "city stamp," and
expedited 'Tavor bag" entry into the mail at New York.

Theory
I5L11 was Blood's Despatch "city stamp," successor to D.O. Blood & Co.

striding messenger, both serving local delivery. I5LI0 was Blood's Despatch
companion-counterpart "post office stamp," successor to D.O. Blood & Co. series of
double circle geometric stamps for outbound letters. City letters were more labor
intensive requiring delivery to thousands of individual addresses, whose volume
discounts were correspondingly not as generous as for outbound mail, all delivered to
a single nearby location. Blood's Despatch office moved in May 1848, achieving
greater proximity for city letters, and although further from the post office had
minimal downside by also being closer to the city railroad Depot at Eleventh and
Market Street.^'

Blood's Despatch was the second in the nation and possibly the world to
mechanically separate stamps. Table 1 confirms a die cut stamp by December 24,
1848, Figure 8. In New York City Boyd's City Post also soon began the die cut

22 Public Ledger March 29,1848 near Northern Liberties and Southvvark.
22 Public Ledger April 19,1848 near West Philadelphia.
2" Public Ledger June 16,1848 near Camden.
22 Morris, op. cit.. The Penny Post, January 2014, pages 25,35,36,45,46,52,54,55.
2® Morris, op. cit.. The Penny Post, April 2015, pages 49-54.
22 Morris, op. cit.. The Penny Post, April 2015, pages 50,51.
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process, recorded by January 8,18497® "'® In 1844 Hale & Co. had experimented with
die cut 75L1 and 75L5 stamps.®® Great Britain didn't experiment with rouletted stamp
separation until 1850 or 1851 .®^

15L11 Summary
A new company name, Blood's Despatch, with namesake 15L11 "city

stamps" conceptually replaced D.O. Blood & Co. striding messenger designed stamps,
for the slightly more expensive service of local door delivery to thousands of
individual street addresses. Blood's Despatch concurrent "post office stamps" 15L10
replaced D.O. Blood & Co. double circle geometric design stamp. Both service types
were advertised in Figure 15. It is unknown if a purchase-sale agreement was
executed, or if money exchanged hands. Actually, great volumes of D.O. Blood & Co.
stamps were outstanding, large numbers had not yet been put into service, some
probably still for sale, but all valid and accepted during the subsequent years. No
exchange period was in effect.

The name Blood's Despatch appeared in newspapers by November 1, 1847,
on handstamp markings by December 29, 1847, and on new adhesive stamps by
March 22, 1848 (15L10), or April 7, 1848 for 15L11. Moreover, within several
months, May 25,1848, the new company moved from Third to Sixth Street, following
city growth west, and in very close proximity to the "State House" on Independence
Square. By 1849 the new company name appeared in Philadelphia city directories.

Blood's Despatch single service remained 2 cents, either collect or pre-paid,
local delivery or outbound service. Volume discounts continued, and were unchanged.
Old city private post commerce had been allowed to penetrate Northern Liberties,
Southwark, and Moyamensing, but restricted from Spring Garden and Kensington,
where a government post office had been established. In short, the company function
had not changed, although the adhesive stamp, handstamp designs and office location
did. The world's first bifurcated system of special purpose service was viable,
continued, and thrived.®^

Always seeking innovation. Blood's Despatch was first in the nation to
mechanically separate adhesive stamps. The die cut technique first appeared on
December 24,1848, but did not gain traction. Perhaps Blood's steep volume discounts
made impractical the tedium of handling hundreds of individual stamps. Government
mechanical separation by perforations was several years distant.

A data base of 43 covers with genuine 15L11 stamp has been tabulated, all
but one photographed, 80% in color, 90% with full address, and 75% were serviced
during 1848. The earliest and latest date certain examples were April 7, 1848 and
December 3,1849 respectively, defining the longest possible philatelic lifespan of 20

78 May 3, 2015 person email communication from John Bowman records the earliest Boyd's die eut
was 20L7 on January 8,1849.
May 4,2015 personal email communication from Lawrence Lebel recorded several on and after

July 3,1849.
July 27, 2015 personal email communication from David Snow.
Ray Simpson, FRPSL and Timothy Burgess, "The Treasury Roulette: Fact or Fiction / A New
Appraisal of the Variety," London Philatelist March 2013 Vol. 122, Whole Number 1403, pages 60,
61,69.

Morris, op. cit.. The Penny Post, July 2014, pages 52,53,54.
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months. However, after dismissing outlying examples, a significant 15L11 cluster
has been identified between April 7,1848 and December 24,1848, only 8.5 months
of philatelically active service.

Of 43 covers 80% were local door deliveries, consistent with a "city stamp."
Surprisingly 20% were transported to a United States post office, most to Philadelphia,
representing patron overpayment for a cheaper "post office stamp" service. Figure 3
was a highly unusual example was a "city letter" on outbound mail transported by
"favor bag" to the New York City post office.

By a small majority most were folded letters, while envelopes represented one
third. About 15% included an advertising label, all "city letters." No valentines or
mass business circulars were identified.

Approximately 85% were hand cut "trapezoid" shape. The nation's second
mechanically separated stamps were 15L11 and appeared by December 1848 as
"die cut." One special example was die cut 15L11 combined with 1847 government
general issue. Figure 8.

98% were cancelled by Blood's Despatch to prevent local reuse, exceedingly
high but not surprising for a "city stamp." 28% were tied to cover, typically by
Blood's 4 or 6 bar grid handstamp (previous articles of "post office stamps" were also
about 28%).

Barely one third of 15LI1 covers displayed an auxiliary marking, half by
government, usually circular datestamps, but many were manuscript.

A bifurcated business model had been created and well executed by D.O.
Blood & Co. for several years, achieving an exceedingly high system compliance rate
exceeding 99%.^^ Successor Blood's Despatch compliance rate for companion-
counterpart 15L10 had also been impeccable, but patron compliance fell somewhat
for 15L11.

15L11 "city stamps" would not be expected on outbound letters, or combined
with 1847 government stamps.^® Either patron expedience, and/or small extravagance,
produced nine outbound 15L11 examples, of which two, or from the entire 15L11
census 5%, were combined with government stamps. This small combination
number is understandably much lower than the prior four articles covering outbound
"post office stamps," with typical combination prevalence of at least 10% ®^and even
reached 20%.^

"City stamps" included 15L5,®® 15L6,®° and 15L11. Collectively only three
covers and one piece have been identified as outbound "city stamp" combined with
1847 general issue. Furthermore, from the same group only one "city stamp" has been
recorded on outbound "favor bag," a 15L11.

^ Morris, op. cit.,,  , The Penny Post, January 2015, pages 57,58.
^ Morris, op. cit., The Penny Post, April 2015, pages 37,39,55.

Morris, op. cit.. The Penny Post, January 2015, pages 54,55,60.
^ Morris, op. cit.. The Penny Post, April 2014, pages 50,52 54.
^ Morris, op. cit.. The Penny Post, January 2015, page 58.
® Morris, op. cit.. The Penny Post, April 2015, pages 39,43,55.

Morris, op. cit.. The Penny Post, January 2014, pages 34,51.
Morris, op. cit.. The Penny Post, April 2014, pages 48,49.
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In conclusion, under poorly understood circumstances in late 1847 D.O.
Blood & Co. began operating under a new moniker "Blood's Despatch" first
appearing in a November 1, 1847 Public Ledger, but no recorded stamps until early
Spring 1848. Two months later. May 25,1848 the company relocated several blocks
west, following the expanding population base. 26 South Chesnut was just off
Independence Square and the Liberty Bell. The company had promptly issued new
design and color prepayment stamps, the first two of five issues. 15L10 "post office
stamps" and companion-counterpart 15L11 "city stamps" attempted to slowly phase
out respective double circle and striding messenger stamps. Blood's Despatch
continued the very successful bifurcated private post system designed by D.O. Blood
& Co. Numerous retail "agents" in various businesses continued to sell stamps and
collect letters. These "stations" were identified by red signs just outside their store
with box inside, protected from weather and predators. Volume discounts were
continued at same rates, and former D.O. Blood & Co. stamps were honored and
serviced during a tranquil and seamless transition.
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